Distortion of the equilibrium spectra of cosmic neutrinos due to interaction with hotter electrons and positrons in the primeval cosmic plasma is considered. The set of integro-differential kinetic equations for neutrinos is accurately numerically solved. The relative corrections to neutrino energy densities are approximately 0.9% for ν e and 0.4% for ν µ and ν τ . This effect results in 1.4 · 10 −4 increase in the primordial 4 He abundance.
Introduction
At high temperatures the primeval cosmic plasma is very close to equilibrium. This is because the reaction rate, Γ = σn, typically is much higher than the expansion rate, H ∼ 1/t. Here σ is the characteristic cross-section and n ∼ T 3 is the particle number density. One can see from the covariant Boltzmann kinetic equation:
that equilibrium for massless particles is not distorted by the expansion of the universe. Indeed the equilibrium distribution:
which annihilates the collision integral I coll , satisfies this equation ifṪ /T = −H and µ(t) ∼ T (t). However if the particle mass m is nonzero, the l.h.s. of eq. (1) cannot vanish for all possible values of the momentum p with any choice of the functions T (t) and µ(t). The deviation from equilibrium can roughly be estimated as δf /f = Hm 2 /(ΓT E).
Since photons and electrons are very strongly coupled, the deviations from equilibrium in the electromagnetic cosmic plasma are tiny. This is the reason for a perfect Planckian shape in the observed spectrum of the cosmic microwave radiation, where the distortion is known to be smaller than 10 −4 . One would expect the same to be true for massless cosmic neutrinos. However this is not so and the spectral corrections, especially in the high energy tail, can be of several per cent. The physics of the phenomenon is quite simple. At high temperatures neutrinos and electrons are sufficiently strongly coupled to each other, they have the equilibrium distributions and their temperatures are equal. At smaller temperatures, below 2-3 MeV, the neutrinos decouple and below these temperatures the primeval plasma consists of two (or better to say four) almost decoupled components, the electromagnetic and three neutrino ones. In the approximation of instantaneous decoupling the neutrino spectra maintain their equilibrium shape with the temperature decreasing as the inverse scale factor, T ν ∼ 1/a(t). The temperature of electrons and photons decreases slower because e + e − -annihilation heats up the electromagnetic part of the plasma when the temperature drops below m e . Ultimately the ratio of the temperatures reaches the well known value T γ /T ν = (11/4) 1/3 = 1.401, see e.g. ref. [1] . This result was obtained under the assumption of entropy conservation in the electromagnetic sector, which is not necessarily true in the non-equilibrium case, where the limiting value of T γ /T ν becomes slightly different. The interactions between the electromagnetic and neutrino components of the plasma, though weak, are not completely vanishing and therefore the residual annihilation e + e − → νν and, to a lesser extend, elastic scattering eν → eν slightly heat up the neutrinos and distort their spectra. The distortions are larger at higher energies because the weak interactions are getting stronger with rising energy.
The overall neutrino heating under assumption of equilibrium spectra has been considered earlier in refs. [2, 3, 4] . In this approximation the problem is very much simplified but the method itself is far from being precise from the very beginning.
A more complete approach with the distortion of the spectra taken into account has been discussed in several papers [5, 6, 7] in different approximations and with somewhat different results. In what follows we present an accurate numerical treatment of the problem with a better accuracy than that of the preceding paper [7] where the numerical solutions of the exact kinetic equations were also obtained. Our better accuracy is achieved by a convenient reduction of the collision integral to two dimensions and a powerful integration method developed in ref. [8] .
Basic Equations
Instead of time and momenta we choose the following dimensionless variables:
where m is an arbitrary parameter with dimension of mass, which we took as m = 1 MeV and the scale factor a(t) is normalized so that a(t) = 1/T ν = 1/T γ at high temperatures or at early times. In terms of these variables the kinetic equation (1) can be rewritten as:
The collision integral I coll is dominated by two-body reactions 1 + 2 → 3 + 4 and is given by the expression:
where
2 is the weak interaction amplitude squared summed over spins of all particles except the first one, and S is the symmetrization factor which includes 1/2! for each pair of identical particles in initial and final states and the factor 2 if there are 2 identical particles in the initial state; the summation is done over all possible sets of leptons 2, 3, and 4; The relevant reactions are presented in Table 1 for the case when the first particle is ν e , and in Table 2 for ν µ or ν τ . Our results in these tables agree with those of ref. [7] except for the reactions ν a ν a → ν a ν a where we took twice larger contribution because of identical particles in the initial state.
We assume that the distribution functions for ν µ and ν τ are equal while that for ν e is different because of different strength of charged current interactions. Similarly we assume that the lepton asymmetry is negligible so that f ν = fν. Therefore there are two unknown functions of x and y: f νe and f νµ = f ντ . Each of them satisfies the kinetic equation (4) with the appropriate collision integral. We also assume that the distributions of photons and electrons are the exact equilibrium ones (2) with the unknown temperature T γ (x) and zero chemical potential, µ(x) = 0. The third necessary equation is the covariant energy conservation:
where ρ is the total energy density:
and P is the pressure:
The Hubble parameter, H =ȧ/a, which enters the kinetic equation (4) is expressed through ρ in the usual way, 3H 2 m 2 P l = 8πρ, ignoring the curvature term and the cosmological constant.
The collision integral in eq. (5) can be reduced from nine to two dimensions as described in Appendix A. For the sake of brevity let us introduce some notations:
The functions D j are defined in Appendix A. We do not indicate the arguments for the functions D 1 and D 3 because they are symmetric in all 4 arguments. In terms of these functions we can write the coupled kinetic equations for f νe and f νµ in the following way:
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and:
, and the temperature T γ is determined from eq. (6). Thus we have the complete system of three equations for three unknown functions T γ (x), f νe (x, y), and f νµ (x, y) which we solve numerically. The solution has been found in two different but equivalent ways. First, the system has been solved directly, as it is, for the full distribution functions f ν j (x, y) and, second, for the small deviations δ j from equilib-
In both cases the numerical solution has been done exactly, not perturbatively. So with infinitely good numerical precision the results must be the same. However since the precision is finite, different ways may give different results and their consistency is a good check of the accuracy of the calculations. It is convenient to introduce δ(x, y)
because the dominant terms in the collision integrals, containing neutrinos only, cancel and subdominant terms are proportional to δ. In the parts of the collision integrals which contain electrons, there are also contributions proportional to the difference in temperatures (T γ − T ν ). We have found that the results of these two methods, i.e.
solving either for f ν or δ, are very close (see the next Section and Table 3 ).
To check possible algebraic errors we have made the following procedure. First, we have solved numerically the three relevant equations in the Boltzmann approximation, simply changing the function F which is defined after eq.
with the same coefficients and d-functions in the collision integral as presented above.
Second, we repeated the numerical calculation but this time we changed the terms describing the direct reactions (the ones that enter I coll with negative signs) with (presumably) identical terms where the integration over the phase space of the final particles had been made explicitly. That is, the positive terms were described through d-functions as above, while negative ones had been calculated in a different and independent way. The expressions for the negative terms are presented in Appendix B.
The results of these two numerical calculations are in perfect agreement. This excludes possible accidental errors in calculations of D-functions (see Appendix A) as well as in the typing of the program for the numerical integration.
Description of Calculations and Results

Initial conditions
We have numerically calculated the evolution of the distribution functions satisfying the system of eqs. (6,9,10) in terms of the dimensionless time x = m 0 a in the interval
where a is the scale factor. With our normalization the "time" x = 1 corresponds to the neutrino temperature T ν = m 0 = 1MeV .
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For large values of x the collision integrals in the r.h.s. of eqs. (9,10) are suppressed by the factor 1/x 2 . We have found that at x ≈ 50 all the functions f νe , f ν µ(τ ) , and T γ reach their asymptotic values, so to be certain that we are in the asymptotic limit we have chosen the final time x f = 60. For the initial time x in we have chosen three different values x in = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 which correspond to T ν = 10MeV, 5MeV, and 2MeV respectively. In all the cases we have assumed that the neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium for x ≤ x in with the distribution functions
For the dimensionless momentum y = pa we took a 100 and a 200 point grid, equally spaced in the region 0 ≤ y ≤ 20. In contrast to ref. [7] we have included the point y = 0 in which the collision integrals in eqs. (9, 10) have different analytical expressions due to the cancellation of the factor 1/p 2 1 in front of the collision integrals by the corresponding factors in the functions D i . This allows us to compare the collision integral at y = 0 with the integral in a nearby point 0 < y ≪ 1 in order to check that the numerical errors are small in the region of small momenta y < 1.
Numerical results
There are three phenomena which play essential roles in the evolution of the neutrino distribution functions. The first of them is the temperature difference between photons and e ± on one side and neutrinos on the other, which arises due to the heating of the electromagnetic plasma by e + e − -annihilation. Through the interactions of neutrinos with electrons this temperature difference leads to non-equilibrium distortions of the neutrino spectra. The temperature difference is essential in the interval 1 < x < 30. The second effect is the freezing of the neutrino interactions because the collision integrals in the r.h.s. of eqs. (9,10) drop as 1/x 2 . At small x ≪ 1 the collisions are very efficient but at x > 1 they are strongly suppressed. The third important phenomenon is the elastic νν-scattering which smoothes down the nonequilibrium corrections to the neutrino spectrum. It is especially important at small
Accordingly, the evolution of the distribution functions proceeds as follows. At x < 0.2 the temperature difference is negligibly small while νν-scattering is strong.
Therefore the neutrino distribution functions are practically in equilibrium. In the interval 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 4 all three effects are essential and during this period the neutrino spectra are distorted and simultaneously the photon temperature slightly drops down because of the energy transfer from e ± to neutrinos, as compared to the photon temperature in the approximation where the neutrino decoupling is instantaneous.
When x > 4 the collision integrals in the r.h.s. of eqs. (9, 10) are small and the temperature difference practically does not affect the neutrino distribution functions, even though the temperature difference is the largest in this time interval.
In Figs. 1-5 we present the results of the numerical solution of the system of eqs. (6, 9, 10) in the interval 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 60 (approximately 4000 points in x) both for Fermi-Dirac (FD) and Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) statistics. In these runs we used a 100 point grid in the momentum interval 0 ≤ y ≤ 20.
The ratio T γ /T ν as a function of x is presented in Fig. 1 for FD and MB statistics.
If we neglect the exchange of energy between e ± and neutrinos in eq. (6) In Fig. 2 the correction to the total neutrino energy density δρ ν /ρ eq for the case of FD statistics is plotted. Here ρ eq = (7π 2 /240)(m/x) 4 is the unperturbed energy density of neutrinos and:
with ρ νe and ρ νµ found from our numerical solution. The upper curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to the entropy conservation case, while the lower one corresponds to the energy conservation case. The effect is smaller in the second case because the "driving force", which is proportional to the temperature difference, is lower due to the excessive photon cooling. We can see that while the difference in the asymptotic values of T γ /T ν for these two cases is as small as 0.14% the difference in δρ ν /ρ eq is as large as 20%. This can be explained in the following way. Compare Fig. 1 and Fig.   2 for the FD case. We see that already at x = 4 the value of the function δρ ν /ρ eq is close to its asymptotic value. At the same moment, x = 4, the ratio T γ /T ν has a value of 1.08 which is much smaller than the asymptotic one, 1.401. This means that the dominant contribution to the distortion of the neutrino spectra comes from the period when the temperature difference ∆T = T γ − T ν was rather small. The smallness of ∆T was compensated by a more efficient energy exchange between ν and e ± at smaller x. In this range of x, a relatively small variations in T γ /T ν connected to different approximations made in the calculations, should be compared with the small difference ∆T . Thus a small variation in T γ /T ν is relatively enhanced, and we see how these small variations can produce the strong 20% effect.
In Fig. 3 the relative deviations of the neutrino spectra from the equilibrium one, δ j (x, y) = (f ν j − f eq )/f eq , are presented as functions of x for several values of the momentum y = 3, 5, 7. In Fig. 3a we present the results for electronic neutrinos and in Fig. 3b for muonic (tau) ones. For large momenta y the deviation from the equilibrium is larger and the maximum asymptotic value is reached later (at larger x). This is a result of stronger interactions of more energetic neutrinos.
In Fig. 4 we compare the deviations from the equilibrium distributions, δ νe and δ ν µ(τ ) for FD and MB statistics. We plot δ i for the same value of the momentum y = 5 as functions of x. We see that the results for the case of Boltzmann statistics are larger than those for the Fermi one by approximately 25%. For both FD and MB statistics the spectral distortion for ν e is more than twice larger than that for ν µ or ν τ . This is due to a stronger coupling of ν e to e ± .
In Fig. 5 we plot the asymptotic values of the corrections to the neutrino distribu- 
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Checking the results Table 3 ). This means that for x ≤ 0.2 we can neglect the non-equilibrium corrections to the neutrino distribution functions. For larger x this is not so and e.g. the spectral distortion calculated with x in = 0.5 is smaller by approximately 15% than the one calculated with x in = 0.2.
In order to check the errors connected with a finite number of points in the momentum interval 0 ≤ y ≤ 20 we took a 100 and a 200 point grids. We found that the difference in the results is small, which means that a 100 points grid is a good approximation for the numerical solution of our system of kinetic equations.
The errors connected with a finite number of points in time x are much more important. We control these errors in the following way. and T γ /T ν = 3 1/3 = 1.44225 for MB statistics. We found that when we run with 400 time points, the numerical error in these temperature ratios are of the order ∼ 0.001, and this value is only one order of magnitude smaller than the effect itself, which is not good enough. However, in the case of 4000 time points this error is as small as ∼ 10 −4 . In our calculations we used a 4000 point grid in time.
We also checked the errors related to the finite number of points in time in a different way. Instead of the simple time evolution we used the Bulirsch-Stoer method, described in the book [9] . We found, that this method gives the same results as the simple time evolution with 4000 time points (see the first two rows in Table 3 ).
Besides reducing the numerical errors we have used two different analytical approaches in order to check the results. In the case of FD statistics we solve the system of eqs. (6,9,10) both for the full neutrino distribution functions f ν j and for the deviations from equilibrium δ j = (f ν j − f eq ν )/f eq ν . In the last case the contributions to the collision integrals for all the processes vanish for vanishing δ, except for the interactions of neutrinos with electrons, where the "driving force" term, proportional to the temperature difference between ν and e ± , gives a nonzero contribution. Comparing the results in these two cases (with the same values of all parameters) we have found that the non-equilibrium corrections to the neutrino spectra are systematically smaller by about 10% when the equations are solved for the full distribution functions f ν j . The comparison of the results of the different ways of calculation are summarized in Table 3 .
Helium abundance
We have modified the standard nucleosynthesis code (ref. [10] ) in the following way.
The neutrino distribution functions have been parametrized as:
where δ i were fitted as functions of momentum and temperature in accordance with our numerical solutions.
First, the neutrino energy densities ρ ν i have been calculated with the corrected spectra. This changes the universe cooling rate and has the major impact on the helium abundance.
Second, the 6 weak interaction rates for (n ↔ p)-reactions have been modified with the account for the spectral distortion of the electronic neutrinos. The 3 reactions
with ν e orν e in the initial state, n ν e → p e − , pν e → n e + and pν e e − → n, are more important and the neutrino distribution functions have been corrected according to eq. (12). However, for the 3 inverse reactions with neutrinos in the final state, n e + → pν, n → p e −ν and p e − → n ν, the spectral modification results only in a small correction to the Pauli suppression factor,
, and the effect of the corrections to these last 3 reactions is negligible.
Finally the law of the evolution of the photon temperature is slightly changed, which in turn also affects the reaction rates. The correct photon temperature is calculated by including the neutrino energy densities into the equation governing the variation of the photon temperature in the course of the universe expansion:
where V = a 3 . If neutrinos had the equilibrium distribution their energy density would satisfy the covariant conservation law (6) separately so that their contribution into eq. (13) would cancel out. However this is not true if the energy exchange between ν's and e ± is taken into account.
The final change in helium-4 abundance has been found to be ∆Y = 1.4 · 10 −4 .
Similarly we find relative changes in the 3 He and 7 Li abundances of the order 5 · 10
and −6 · 10 −4 respectively.
Discussion
Our results agree reasonably well with the previous numerical calculations of ref. [7] .
For example we obtain δρ νe /ρ νe = 0.94% (0.83%) and δρ νµ /ρ νµ = 0.40% (0.33%) (see Table 3 ), to be compared with 0.83% and 0.41% respectively obtained in ref. [7] .
For the shape of the spectral distortion the difference is larger, especially for low y. To characterize the difference let us introduce the effective neutrino temperature
, which we compare to the unperturbed temperature T 0 calculated in the limit of entropy conservation i.e. in neglect of the neutrino heating.
The difference:
goes to a small negative value for small y in our case and to a considerably larger positive one according to ref. [7] . We ascribe this difference to a better accuracy of our calculations which is most profound at low y (in particular we took a 100-200 point grid in comparison to 35 in ref. [7] ). The physical reason for this negative result is the elastic νe ± -scattering. Since electrons and positrons have a slightly higher temperature than the neutrinos, the scattering will depopulate the low momentum region pushing neutrinos to higher momenta. Our agreement with ref. [7] is much better for the physically more important region of high y. The distribution function decreases exponentially, whereas the correction δ increases quadratically. Moreover the weak interaction rates are typically proportional to the energy squared, so the dominant contribution of δ to neutron-proton reactions lays near y = 5. For large y our results are systematically larger than that of ref. [7] by approximately 15%. This difference cannot be ascribed to the difference by a factor two in the collision integrals for the scattering of identical neutrinos because that leads to the opposite sign of the effect and is rather small, giving corrections of a few per cent. We believe that the difference between us and ref. [7] arises because of different numerical accuracies.
Another source of the difference in the results is the different treatment of the cooling of the electromagnetic plasma. The simplest approach is to neglect the loss of photon energy which goes into neutrinos. In this case the entropy of photons and e + e − -pairs is conserved and the function T γ (x) can be determined from the relation
In this approximation the cooling of the electromagnetic plasma is induced only by the expansion of the universe. The energy transmitted to neutrinos results in an excessive cooling which we have calculated exactly from the more complicated equation (6), which does not necessarily imply conservation of entropy in the non-equilibrium case. The effect is found to be significant. Inclusion of the additional cooling of photons amplifies the neutrino spectral distortion by approximately 20% (see fig. 2 ). This can be explained as follows. The distortion of the spectrum is determined by the temperature difference ∆T /T ν = (T γ − T ν )/T ν and by the strength of neutrino-electron interactions. The former rises with the expansion while the latter dies down. At large x the temperature difference ∆T is much larger than the correction to the photon temperature but at smaller x = O(1) they do not differ so much. The dominant contribution to the distortion of the neutrino spectrum comes just from the period when x is near unity and ∆T is relatively small, so that the small correction to T γ is relatively enhanced. This effect was neglected in the previous papers [5, 7] so their results are somewhat underestimated; it was approximately calculated in ref. [6] under the assumption that the neutrinos have equilibrium spectra. However the spectral modification gives a contribution into additional photon cooling of the same order of magnitude and should be taken into account.
In the earlier papers [5, 6] the effect was considered in the Boltzmann approximation which simplifies the calculations very much. Another simplifying assumption, previously used, is the neglect of the electron mass in the collision integrals for νe-scattering and for annihilationνν → e + e − . We have also made numerical calculations in these approximations and found that both of these give rise to a larger spectral distortion in agreement with ref. [7] . In ref.
[6] the effect was calculated numerically while in ref. [5] an approximate analytical expression was derived. However in ref.
[5] the influence of the back-reactions which smoothes down the spectral distortion was underestimated due to a numerical error in the integral. With the correction of this error the effect should be twice smaller (in the approximations of that paper).
Our numerical results in the limit of Boltzmann statistics and for m e = 0 are in a reasonable agreement with the corrected estimate of that paper:
In this Appendix we will make analytically as many integrations in the collision integral as possible. In the case we are interested in, i.e. four-particle interaction vertex and the isotropic one-particle distribution functions, seven out of nine integrations can be done and only two integrals upon the momentum remain for numerical treatment.
We start from the general form of the collision integral in the space-homogeneous case:
where the particle energy is
and F (f ) is defined as:
where the distribution functions f j only depend upon the moduli of the particle momentum and time f j (|p|, t). We make use of the identity:
and explicitly separate out the angle integrations:
The collision integral in eq. (16) takes the form:
Here we have defined:
In the four-fermion approximation all the possible squared matrix elements consist of two kinds of terms:
where every q i corresponds to some of p i . In order to perform the angle integrals we define the angles between q i through angles from eq. (21) as:
The integration in the angles ϕ 1 or ϕ 2 over the total period and the structure of the matrix elements in eqs. (22,23) result in the vanishing of the first term in eq. (24).
Then all angle integrals in eq. (21) can be trivially taken and we come to three kinds of integrals 6 :
For the matrix element squared given by eq. (22) the function D in eq. (21) can be written in the form:
while for the matrix element squared given by eq. (23) we get:
The calculation of the integrals (25-27) is straightforward. (3, 4) . Without loss of generality we can assume that q 1 > q 2 and q 3 > q 4 . Then we will have four different cases, which depend upon relations between the momenta. 7 a) q 1 + q 2 > q 3 + q 4 and q 1 + q 4 > q 2 + q 3 , 
b) q 1 + q 2 > q 3 + q 4 and q 1 + q 4 < q 2 + q 3 ,
c) q 1 + q 2 < q 3 + q 4 and q 1 + q 4 < q 2 + q 3 ,
D 3 is the same as eq. (32) but with the change of variables 1 ↔ 3 and 2 ↔ 4.
d) q 1 + q 2 < q 3 + q 4 and q 1 + q 4 > q 2 + q 3 ,
Now, the energy δ-function can be trivially integrated away and we are left with the following two-dimensional integral upon energies of incoming particles:
where We can further check our calculations of the D functions, using the following trick.
In the case m 
We can now integrate the r.h.s. of eq. (42) 
The equivalence of the two approaches requires that the following two conditions should be fulfilled:
and
We have checked that this is indeed true, and thus assured that the D functions have been calculated correctly.
B The collision integrals in the Boltzmann approximation
We have also checked the correctness of our calculations in the following way. In the Boltzmann approximation we have calculated everything twice, first letting the computer solve the equations directly, and second, by using different exact expressions in a half of the collision integral. In the Boltzmann approximation we reduced the first half of the collision integrals to the following one dimensional integrals over momentum.
For the reactions ν e ν e → ν e ν e and ν e ν e → ν e ν e the first half of the collision integral is:
with f in being the distribution functions for the incoming particles.
For the first 5 reactions in Table 1 (including neutrinos only) we obtain the result:
The reaction ν e ν e → e + e − gives:
where s = 2E 1 E 2 (1−ξ) is expressed trough the angle ξ = cos θ 12 between the incoming particles.
The reactions ν e e ± → ν e e ± give:
where s = 2E 1 E 2 (1−βξ)+m 2 e and β is the velocity of the incoming electron (positron). As always we have defined g L = 1/2 + sin 2 θ W and g R = sin 2 θ W . The angle integrals are easily done, giving for the ν e e ± case:
where u = s/m 2 e . Similarly for the interactions of muonic neutrinos with themselves or other neutrinos, which are the first 5 reactions in Table 2 , we get:
For the interactions of ν µ with electrons we obtain the same expression as for ν e except for the change g L →g L = g L − 1 and the substitution like f νe → f νµ . Full distribution f(x,y) momentum points 100 initial time x in = 0.2 1.3996 0.80 % 0.26 % Bulirsch-Stoer method [9] Full distribution f(x,y) momentum points 100 initial time x in = 0. The ratio T γ /T ν as a function of the dimensionless "time" x = ma for the cases of Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The value x = 1 corresponds to T ν = 1MeV .
Fig. 2
The relative distortion of the total neutrino energy density δρ/ρ eq (for the definition see eq. (11)) as a function of x = ma for the case of "entropy conservation"
(upper curve) and energy conservation according to eq. (6) (lower curve). In the first case we neglect the energy exchange between neutrinos and e ± which is equivalent to the requirement of entropy conservation in the electromagnetic plasma. Fig. 3 The "time" evolution of the correction to the neutrino distribution functions δ j = (f ν j − f eq ν )/f eq ν for several fixed values of momentum y = 3, 5, 7. In Fig.3a and 3b we present respectively the results for electronic neutrinos, and for muonic (tau) ones.
Fig. 4
The evolution of the non-equilibrium corrections to the distribution functions for the momentum value y = 5 for the electronic (solid curve) and muonic (tau) (dotted curve) neutrinos in the cases of FD and MB statistics. 
